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Case Study
Walking Bus: Fraserburgh
Where: South Park School, Fraserburgh.

Issues they face: The school felt the numbers of children walking to 
school could be higher. Congestion around the school had been a 
problem for many years and it was felt the launch of the ‘Walking Bus’ 
may help to reduce the number of children arriving by car.

What they did: By working with Aberdeenshire School Travel Planning 
Officer and Grampian Police, the school organised and set up a 
Walking Bus. A Walking Bus is an organised group of children walking 
along the school route escorted by adults. The Walking Bus operates 
like a bus which travels along a set route operating to a pre-agreed 
timetable. There are bus rules around being late, not showing up and 
what to do if a parent can not escort one particular day. 

The Walking Bus can require a great deal of organising in terms of 
creating a timetable, finding out who would like to be involved, and 
which parents would be willing to volunteer. (Please see guidance 
online on how to set up a Walking Bus or contact your school travel plan 
officer.)

The benefits:

• Children gain independence and road safety skills while exercising.

• A Walking Bus can reduce car dependency and congestion.

• Increase children’s safety at the school gate.

• Improve the environment.

• Parents can take turns to escort the bus allowing parents who are 
off duty extra time to get ready for work or relax while their children 
travel safely on the Walking Bus.

Fraserburgh South Park school has seen a huge success with the 
Walking Bus. This takes commitment from parents to run it and some 
effort from the school to coordinate the volunteers - but usually once its 
set up it runs smoothly.

Continued...
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Results:

The schools Hands Up Survey Results show a sharp increase in the 
walking rate at the school, rising from 36% to 52%. 
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